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Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Box 1: No
Box 2: Yes
The TableQuery.Take method defines the upper bound for the

number of entities the query returns.
Example:
query.Take(10);
Box 3: Yes
Box 4: Yes
References:
https://www.vkinfotek.com/azureqa/how-do-i-query-azure-table-st
orage-using-tablequery-class.html

NEW QUESTION: 3
A storage administrator enquires about configuring S3 buckets
with NFSv3. What should be your response?
A. ECS offers S3 buckets that can be written via S3 protocol
only
B. ECS offers S3 buckets that can be configured with the NFSv3
protocol
C. S3 buckets cannot be configured with the NFSv3 protocol
D. S3 buckets can be configured with HDFS but not NFSv3
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
You have implemented the following router for a custom API:
Which five URL patterns match this router's path? (Choose
five.)
A. {baseURL}/mobile/custom/abbbbbbb
B. {baseURL}/mobile/custom/cd
C. {baseURL}/mobile/custom/abXxcd
D. {baseURL}/mobile/custom/ab1cd
E. {baseURL}/mobile/custom/abcd
F. {baseURL}/mobile/custom/abcd/:id
G. {baseURL}/mobile/custom/abXcd
H. {baseURL}/mobile/custom/abxcd
I. {baseURL}/mobile/custom/ab
Answer: C,D,E,G,H
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/B14117_01/appdev.101/b10795/adfns_re
.htm
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